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Pre-Conference: June 23rd, 2015
Conference: June 24th - 26th, 2015
Located at the: Clinical Skills Development Service at the Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital
Join an estimated attendance of 150 Simulation Technicians from around the world at the the Clinical Skills
Development Service this June 23rd - 26th for the global healthcare simulation industry’s “Gathering of Healthcare
Simulation Technology Specialists” hands-on training event. Answering an overwhelming call by the Australian
community for continued simulation technician specific events, the Clinical Skills Development Service and
the SimGHOSTS non-profit 501(c)3 organization are thrilled to invite Simulation Technicians, or those operating
medical simulation technology from around the world to join one another in Queensland, Australia.
The 2015 SimGHOSTS event will provide a meeting place for you to exchange ideas and network with technical
peers as well as receive specialised training in manikin hardware repair and software programming, audiovisual
equipment debugging, IT infrastructures, moulage makeup, team communication and leadership techniques,
medical physiology and much more. You will also have opportunities to meet with simulation-based vendors to
engage with the latest in healthcare education technology.

Who Should Attend SimGHOSTS 2015 Australia?
Healthcare Simulation Technology Specialists (“Sim Techs”), or those permanently responsible for the
technical operation and maintenance of a high-fidelity healthcare simulation lab. Although the event is open
to everyone, SimGHOSTS is designed for technology specialists or those responsible for the physical day-today operations and maintenance of simulation equipment and labs.
The SimGHOSTS event is hands-on training for healthcare Simulation Technicians (or sim lab operators)
needing to successfully operate a medical simulation lab. Other events are better suited for those responsible
for clinically educating learners through simulation.

What are the SimGHOSTS Sim Meeting Objectives?
•
•
•

•

Meet with other Simulation Technicians and share best practices
Network and build long term industry relationships with peers and vendors
Receive specialised training in:
• High-fidelity manikin hardware & software operation, maintenance and repair
• Audiovisual production techniques and debugging
• Learning Management System troubleshooting
• IT networking
• Team leadership and communication techniques
• Manikin moulage and makeup
• Basic medical terminology, physiology, pharmacology and the latest in healthcare education
practices.
• Much more….
Discuss and develop professional community needs and standards.
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Platinum Sponsor:
Laerdal Medical Australia
has sponsored our Keynote
Address by Professor & Dean
of the University of Nevada
Las Vegas Schools of Nursing
& Allied Health Sciences
Dr. Carolyn Yucha; who will
present on “Communicating
and Negotiating to Advance
Your Simulation Program”
We are thrilled to announce that Laerdal Medical is the Platinum Sponsor of SimGHOSTS 2015 Australia!
Dr. Carolyn Yucha is Dean of the Schools of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. She will provide a brief overview of the Clinical Simulation Center of Las Vegas (CSCLV), a
31,000 square foot center used collaboratively by two schools of nursing and a medical school. The CSCLV
celebrated its fifth year of operation in 2014, successfully providing 7,500 hours of student and resident
learning activities in the last academic year. Dr. Yucha will share her experiences in negotiations to assure
an effective and efficient student learning environment. In addition, she will discuss the different roles and
training needs for simulation staff. Finally, she will provide an administrator’s view that will help attendees to
better communicate their operational needs to administration.
At the end of this session, the learner will be able to:
• Describe the different roles for technical staff within a large collaborative Simulation Center.
• Discuss strategies for communicating your technical needs to your administration.

About Laerdal Medical

Laerdal Medical is a leading provider of training, educational and therapy products for lifesaving and
emergency medical care. Laerdal is dedicated to helping save lives through the advancement of
resuscitation science, emergency care and patient safety. Our vision is that no one should die or be disabled
unnecessarily during birth or from sudden illness or trauma.
Laerdal’s portfolio of medical simulation products, CPR training manikins and emergency therapeutic
products are used by enterprises around the world, including voluntary organisations, educational institutions,
hospitals and the military. Laerdal Medical employs 1,400 people in 23 countries with the main office located
in Stavanger, Norway.
Providing better healthcare and training through simulation is one of the ways Laerdal strives to achieve its
mission of helping save lives. With a full range of patient simulators from infant to adult; audio-visual solutions
to capture, share and raise the value of debriefing, as well as data management solutions – Laerdal also
offers tailored, professional support services to help make simulation easier.
Laerdal is dedicated to supporting its Simulation User and SimTech Networks through personalised
educational training courses, tailored technical assistance services and educational meetings and events and
is very proud to be the Platinum Sponsor for SimGHOSTS in 2015.
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Gold Sponsors:
About CAE Healthcare

CAE Healthcare delivers leading-edge simulation training solutions to hospitals, physicians,
nurses, students, emergency responders and
the military around the world. With a mission
to improve patient safety and outcomes, CAE
Healthcare develops each product in partnership with clinicians and clinical educators
whose aim is to ensure physiological accuracy
and educational relevance.

Visit the CAE Healthcare booth to learn about our advanced patient, imaging and surgical simulators, including the gold standard HPS patient simulator, iStan, Caesar, VIMEDIX and CathLabVR. Ask about Nurse
Residency the subscription solution to help hospitals assess staff competency and LearningSpace, the center
management solution.

About Mediquip

Innovative Solutions with the Technical Backup
you’ve come to trust. Mediquip was established in 1983 and has grown to become a
pre-eminent force in the fields of biomedical
and medical gas equipment. 30 Years might
seem like a long time to some – we think it’s
just the beginning.

Mediquip sells to and services customers throughout Australia and New Zealand in all states and territories.
Mediquip has its Head Office located in Queensland with branch offices in New South Wales and Victoria.
Mediquip pro-actively sources the most innovative, high quality products for the market whilst continuing to
provide the sales and service excellence upon which its reputation was founded.
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Silver Sponsor:
About APL Healthcare

From Humble Beginnings – Building a Substantial Quality Company
Our founder is a former MICA Flight Paramedic,
who dreamt of breaking away from the
daily tragedy and trauma he witnessed, and offer
his professional experience and expertise to a
marketplace where pretenders often exist.

Offering Australia’s Largest Range
With only a dream, he and his team have built APL Healthcare into a large family owned and operated business that offers Australia’s widest range of Healthcare Simulation, Medical and Rescue Training products to
some of the country’s biggest training institutions and organisations.
Building Trust
No organization can be successful unless they build customer trust, provide great service, as well as good
old fashioned honesty in all matters.
Fantastic Products
We became the Australian agent for the fantastic Nasco & Simulaids range of training aids in 1994, and since
that time has continued to grow solid alliances with suppliers in the USA, Singapore, China, Japan, Israel and
Europe.

Bronze Sponsor:
About Limbs & Things

Limbs & Things is a leading healthcare simulation manufacturer committed to
improving patient outcomes by facilitating realistic learning experiences.
The company works in close collaboration with clinicians to research, design
and create products that enable clinical educators to deliver curriculum requirements, bringing greater confidence and competence to healthcare professionals
worldwide.

Limbs & Things specialises in researching developing task trainers in the areas of:
• Physical Examination Skills
• Procedural Skills
• Specialist Skills
These products are used in healthcare organisations, medical and nursing education and the military to teach
a range of skills from basic medical and surgical to advanced specialist procedures.
This year Limbs & Things is celebrating 25 years of innovation in healthcare simulation.
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Welcome to Brisbane!
The Clinical Skills Development Service
2015 SimGHOSTS Australia Meeting Host
About our hosts:

The Queensland Health Clinical Skills Development Service (CSDS) is the one of the world’s largest providers
of healthcare simulation. We deliver education and training to Queensland Health staff and external healthcare
providers at the Skills Development Centre and state-wide. We aim to achieve the best outcomes for patients,
educators, and clinicians in Queensland through seven core functions. The Clinical Skills Development Service
arose from a proposal by staff from Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital (RBWH) for a simulation centre.
Based on a tour of international simulation centres, they identified that simulation was not only a richer form
of training but likely to be the way of the future. The proposal to the then Director-General Dr Rob Stable was
expanded so that a state-wide facility was created, called the Queensland Health Skills Development Centre
(SDC). The SDC, located on the RBWH campus, was opened on 23 September 2004. In 2004, the SDC was
the largest of its kind in the world, with considerable simulation and audiovisual capacity. With the success of
a range simulation courses covering several professions, and as the demand for courses and simulation grew,
the focus of the SDC quickly changed from the concept of a single site providing the simulation training for all
of Queensland Health, to the SDC being a support service that allows the development of simulation capacity
across the state.
In 2008, a hub-and-spoke model of support was developed, with the SDC becoming the hub of a Clinical
Skills Development Service (CSDS), supporting simulation providers throughout Queensland. This focused on
providing systems and resources to support Pocket Simulation Centres, ensuring the imbedding of simulation
close to or within clinical environments. In conjunction with its role of providing support to hospital-based skills
centres, the growth of Pocket Simulation Centres provides clinicians with the tools and techniques to address
local needs. These in situ programs now address local training requirements, just-in-time training, and even
process redesign.
Annually, the SDC now supports the training to tens of thousands clinicians and students. This training is
being matched by the work of Skills Centres and Pocket Simulation Centres that the CSDS supports through
the training of Faculty and Simulation Coordinators, provision of curriculum resources, and the distribution and
maintenance of simulator equipment across the state. An investment in research and ongoing commitment
to improving services for simulation education providers will continue to enable simulation to enhance the
education of clinicians, improve clinical service delivery, and contribute to better clinical outcomes for patients.
Learn more about CSDS at their website: https://www.sdc.qld.edu.au/
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Official SimGHOSTS 2015 Hotel Accommodations
About the Oaks Mews:

Oaks Mews – walking distance to CSDS Site at Royal
Brisbane & Women’s Hospital.
Limited spaces available at Oaks Mews; book today to
secure your room right across the street from CSDS!
One Bedroom Apartment From $151 per night
Two Bedroom Apartment From $196 per night
Located in one of Brisbane’s most exciting inner-city
suburbs, Oaks Mews Apartments in Bowen Hills,
Queensland offers guests the chance to combine a
stay in a stylish, serviced apartment with deluxe onsite
leisure facilities and a supremely central location,
neighbouring the Royal Brisbane and Women’s
Hospital.
Perfect for the frequent business traveller requiring self-contained accommodation close to the CBD,
right through to holidaymakers wanting to experience Brisbane’s myriad sights and sounds, Oaks Mews
Apartments is the idyllic choice for a weekend, week or extended stay with family, friends or colleagues.
Our one and two-bedroom apartments feature sleek designs, modern furnishings and the added convenience
of full kitchen and laundry facilities. Rooms are also equipped with reverse cycle air conditioning, WiFi internet access, work desks, TVs with cable channels, Bluray connectivity and expansive balconies
overlooking the manicured gardens and ponds below – providing a tranquil interlude from Brisbane’s vibrant
city scene.
For guests wanting to relax and unwind during their visit to Oaks Mews Apartments, our property also boasts
a selection of quality onsite leisure facilities including a sparkling swimming pool, sauna, gymnasium and
outdoor entertaining area complete with barbeque facilities. Secure undercover car parking is also available
for hotel guests.
Just a stone’s throw from the RNA Brisbane Showgrounds, Brisbane’s CBD and offering a myriad of public
transport options on our doorstep, including the Bowen Hills train and bus stations, Oaks Mews Apartments
is in close proximity to some of the region’s favourite attractions. Fortitude Valley, Chinatown, New Farm’s
shopping and dining precinct, Queen Street Mall, Southbank and Suncorp Stadium are all easily accessible
by car or bus. Additionally, the Brisbane International and Domestic Airport is just a 15-minute drive and
airport shuttles can be arranged at your convenience.
For travellers in search of deluxe, self-contained accommodation on the fringe of Brisbane’s popular CBD,
Oaks Mews Apartments is the premier choice for all types of stays. Click to see more about Oaks Mews.

Special Hotel Rate

Book at: http://www.oakshotelsresorts.com/
1. Enter ‘SIMGHOSTS’ in the ‘Corporate/Group/PromoCode’ section of the Reservations panel.
2. Make sure you select the correct property during booking; this code is valid for only Oaks Mews and Aurora
Tower.
3. Any questions or concerns about booking, please email Ryan Eling at ryan@simghosts.org
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About the Oaks Aurora Tower:

Oaks Aurora – located in Brisbane CBD, group shuttle service will be arranged for morning pick-up and
evening drop-off
One Bedroom Apartment From $181 per night
Two Bedroom Apartment From $235 per night
Stretching 69 storeys high, our hotel promises extraordinary views over
the Brisbane River and all the street action below, while our position in the
heart of the city ensures direct and easy access to a multitude of tourist,
cultural and business attractions. Within walking distance guests will find
the buzzing Queen Street Mall – perfect for a day of café hopping and
browsing the impressive selection of designer and high-street boutiques
and department stores – as well as Brisbane’s Riverside Markets at Eagle
Street Pier where a kaleidoscope of sweet treats, handmade jewellery
and home wares awaits. Some of Brisbane’s favourite cocktail bars are
just steps away including Jade Buddha, Fridays and Pig ‘n’ Whistle,
home to some of Brisbane’s best brews, while the glamorous Treasury
Casino, Brisbane Exhibition and Convention Centre and Southbank are
also just a stone’s throw away. Oaks Aurora comprises a selection of
modern one and two bedroom apartments – all self-contained to include
full kitchens with stainless steel appliances and laundry facilities. Each
apartment boasts a private balcony furnished with contemporary outdoor
settings, some offering uninterrupted Brisbane River vistas, as well as
reverse cycle air conditioning, Internet access and separate lounge
and dining areas. Our hotel caters to both business travellers and
holidaymakers seeking superior onsite leisure facilities; from the 25m
heated lap pool, recreation deck, spa, sauna and gymnasium. We also offer undercover car parking. Oaks
Aurora is just 30 minutes from Brisbane’s International and Domestic Airport. Click to see more about the
Oaks Aurora Tower.

Special Hotel Rate

Book at: http://www.oakshotelresorts.com/
1. Enter ‘SIMGHOSTS’ in the ‘Corporate/Group/PromoCode’ section of the Reservations panel.
2. Make sure you select the correct property during booking; this code is valid for only Oaks Mews and Aurora
Tower.
3. Any questions or concerns about booking, please email Ryan Eling at ryan@simghosts.org

Where can I stay up-to-date with Meeting Details?
Visit our website at: http://www.simghosts.org
Also stay connected with us via twitter at: @SimGHOSTS

Transportation

A shuttle service will provide FREE transportation to and from the Oaks Aurora Hotel and the Clinical Skills
Development Service campus. Oaks Mews guests are a 5 minute walk from the CSDS building. If you stay
at another hotel you will need to find personal transportation to the CSDS.
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Airports

The closest international airport is “Brisbane Airport.” The airport code is BNE and is located at 11 The
Circuit, Brisbane Airport QLD 4008, Australia.

Airport Cab-Shares

To encourage shared taxis, the SimGHOSTS will post an online document for attendees to share their arrival
and departure times for both airports. We hope this helps attendees to coordinate taxis to and from the event.

Meals

Conference registration includes morning tea on June 24th - 26th and lunch on June 24th and 25th.
Attendees staying for the full-day pre-conference event will also receive morning tea and lunch. (Afternoon
pre-con participants are not provided meals). Attendees are invited to attend an opening reception held the
evening of Wednesday June 24th, where dinner will be served.

Registration Costs (All prices in US Dollars)

* GST: GST will not be charged as SimGHOSTS is not claiming GST in 2015.

Pre-Conference Events (June 23rd):

TraumaSim Moulage Workshop (8:00AM-5:00PM): $125.00 USD!
Laerdal Beginner Programming + Hardware Basics Session (1:00PM-5:00PM): $75.00 USD

Main Conference (Includes: June 24th, 25th and 26th):
Early-Bird Registration (while supplies last): $422.00 USD per person.
Standard Registration: $550.00 USD per person.

Registration also includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opening Reception Party Wednesday Night
Access to the vendor hall.
Opportunity to enter “D-I-Y Video & Demo Contest”
Meals as described above.
Free transportation to and from official accommodations
One year subscription to SimGhosts.Org (Currently valued at $135.00 USD).

Registration Process

For this event, registration will be handled online through an external event management system. Visit
http://www.simghosts.org and click on the Australia 2015 page to register. This system will also handle
invoices for check payments.

Refunds & Other Policies

All policies posted on the 2015 SimGHOSTS: Australia event page. There are NO refunds after June 12th,
2015.

Other Questions?

Check the FAQ online at http://www.simghosts.org and click on the Australia 2015 page.
The latest version of this brochure will always be available there as well.
Email SimGHOSTS Event Director Ryan Eling with questions: Ryan@SimGHOSTS.org

SimGHOSTS 2015 Opening Reception
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Join us Wednesday evening to meet and connect with your fellow Sim Techs at
The Victoria Park Golf Club across the street from the CSDS! Don’t miss the most
fun events in medical simulation -- A fun evening of food, drink and putt-putt golf!
Entrance is included with price of registration.

Special Event During SG15AUS!
Bug-Busters Tech Troubleshooting Competition
Are you a master specialist of the simulation technology arts? Know you have what it takes to become the
Highlander of SimGHOSTS? (There can be only one). Then grab your packs and sign for the “Bug-Busters“
Simulation Technician Troubleshooting competition. Sign up for the challenge during the survey portion of
your SimGHOSTS 2015 AUS event registration.
The Challenge:
Participants will have 10 minutes to diagnose and repair multiple system issues in a clinical simulation room
dealing with any of these topics:
• Simulator mechanics
• Patient voice
• Simulator software
• Patient monitor
• IV and other medical equipment
• Moulage
• Etc.
Participants will be judged on speed, number of fixes completed successfully, creativity and professionality,
as well as have chances for bonus points via trivia questions. All participants will have the same issues to
troubleshoot during the first round.
Competition Schedule
Wednesday, June 24: 10:15 - 10:30 & 12:35 - 13:30 [Qualifying round #1 - Teams]
Thursday, June 25: 10:00 - 10:30 & 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM [Qualifying round #2 - Pairs]
Thursday, June 25: 2:30 PM - 4:20 PM [FINALS - Individuals]
The Finalists will be the top three participants as judged by the Competition Coordinator and the SimGHOSTS
Board. Final competitions will be recorded and then played in the main auditorium, where the entire
SimGHOSTS audience enjoy the thrills of the finals!
Prizes:
• Grand Prize: Free Registration to SimGHOSTS 2016 & Secret Surprise Award of Awesome
• 2nd Prize - $100 Amazon Gift Card
• 3rd Prize - $50 Amazon Gift Card
Questions? Ask Ryan at ryan@simghosts.org.
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About the Courses at SimGHOSTS 2014 Australia
SimGHOSTS is primarily designed to provide hands-on training to simulation technology specialists, or those
who operate the technology of a healthcare simulation lab. This year the 2014 Event Team, led by Ryan Eling,
redesigned the training course structures to be more topic and level specific. To that end, the SG14 event will
feature the following six tracks, delineated by color:
A/V Courses: BLUE
Medical Training Courses: RED
Simulation Technology Courses: PURPLE
Management Courses: GREY
General Educational Courses: GREEN
IT Courses: BLACK
Moulage & Crafting Courses: ORANGE
While a session may touch on different areas, the event team feels it has successfully placed all SG15
courses in their primary track. Within these tracks, courses will also be delineated by levels which include
beginner, intermediate and advanced (stylized to help recognition). The following considerations were
posted to those submitting courses as a way of self-selecting the appropriate audiences:
Beginner: Little to no previous experience (Less than a year of experience):
Medical: I know that the body has a variety of tubes and glands
Video: I can press record on a video camera
Sim Tech: There are robots that can do stuff. Like, medical stuff.
IT: Computers do lots of amazing things. I don’t know how.
Education: Teaching is hard and involves lots of tests
Management: I don’t know how to keep my office organized.
Moulage: I think ketchup is great for fake blood.
Intermediate: Knowledge & experience with (Suggested around 2-3 years of experience):
Medical: I have a general understanding of physiology, pharmacology and healthcare.
Video: I can download video onto a computer and make a simple, edited movie
Sim Tech: I can run a basic scenario on a simulator, which I programmed myself.
IT: My family and friends rely on me to fix their computers. I can, most of the time.
Education: I have taught a basic course or two (at a conference or school).
Management: I run team meetings and assign tasks to members (and tasks get done.)
Moulage: I can make simple wounds and moulage as long as I have instructions
Advanced: Educated and now could train others with my Experience (4+ years of experience):
Medical: I am a practicing healthcare professional (or I was at one time).
Video: I make professional quality video regularly.
Sim Tech: I can program, run and troubleshoot complicated, branching scenarios.
IT: I install OS’s, hardware and reconfigure networks easily.
Education: I have taught semester-long courses or intense training (ACLS, A+, etc).
Management: I am (have been) responsible for an entire institutional team or office
Moulage: Moulage is lots of fun and I am always developing new ways to make effects.
As Sim Techs come with such a wide range of skillsets in different categories, we hope that this new structure
helps you to select the right courses. Attendees will need to select their desired courses DURING online
registration. This will help event staff better manage the overall event. Please note that since the SimGHOSTS
event continues to expand in attendance and previous audiences have requested more content we have
duplicated some courses to provide for more opportunity to be trained in your specific needs.
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SimGHOSTS 2015 Pre-Con Courses
Tuesday, June 23rd: 9:00AM – 5:00PM
Full-Day Comprehensive Moulage Workshop - Intermediate

TraumaSim staff
Registration: $125
30 participants
Bus Transportation to & from Oaks Aurora Tower hotel as needed. Lunch Provided.
For over 5 years the TraumaSim team have provided trauma simulation, or moulage, to military,
industry, emergency services and educational facilities across the country. We are offering a
one day workshop at the SimGHOSTS 2015 Australia Training Conference to help you and your
organisation gain skills in moulage. This will enhance the learning experience whenever you train
in first aid, health care or emergency management.
Moulage improves the outcome of training by adding realism to emergency scenarios and forcing
participants to face realistic injuries and situations in a controlled learning environment. Moulage
in nursing, medicine, paramedical and allied health simulations improves learning and take up of
skills.
During this workshop we will teach you techniques to take a live role player or manikin and turn
him/her into a realistic casualty all in a fun and friendly environment. This full day workshop will
cover techniques used to create cuts and abrasions, bruises, rashes, shock and burns, and the
application and presentation of pre-made wounds.

Tuesday, June 23, 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Back to Basics - Basic

Laerdal Medical Staff
Tuesday, June 23, 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Registration: $75
This session is aimed at the beginner level of experience of Laerdal equipment. Suitable for
participants with under 12 months simulation experience, and those wanting to brush up on
the basics. This session will be tailored depending on the mix of registrants. Topics covered
will range from SimPad, SimPad SkillReporter, ResusciAnne QCPR and SimPad ThemeEditor,
amongst others, including troubleshooting tips were relevant.

Introduction to 3D Printing for the Simulation Specialist - Intermediate
Chad Jackson
American College of Chest Physicians
Registration: $25
Tuesday, June 23, 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Bus Transportation to & from Oaks Aurora Tower hotel as needed.
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Learners will be exposed to a variety of software platforms that are available to the simulation
community on generating 3D models that can be used to make things. Emphasis will be placed
on free and readily available software that can be obtained and used be a large audience of
simulation technicians. This will include PC and Mac platforms, as well as Linux versions if
available.
Next the learners will learn how to use an actual software program to create and model a
simulation part. The learners will be encouraged to participate in small groups to create an actual
part that they can use in their simulation program. Their group will export their created model to
a slicer software program that generates a Standard Tessellation Language (.stl) file used by the
majority of printers to created 3D models. They will then clean up the file and render it for tool
cutting pathways.
Finally, learners will export their model .stl files to a 3D printer and print out their object. While
the objects print, practical printing and troubleshooting advice will be presented to the learners.
Samples used by the presenter for actual simulation applications on a variety of uses and ideas
will be presented to engage the learners on their own ideas for printable items to be used in their
simulation programs when they return home.
The printed items from each class session will be judged by the SimGHOSTS board based on
their creativity, usefulness and their workmanship for crowd appreciation during the final day of
SG15 festivities.

SimGHOSTS Planning Workshop: Creating Formal Training for Our Community Basic
SimGHOSTS Board Members & Volunteers
Tuesday, June 23, 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Bus Transportation to & from Oaks Aurora Tower hotel as needed.
Encouraged by comments by the SimGHOSTS community over the past year, Board Chair Scott
Crawford has been researching the ways in which our organization could create formalized
training for Simulation Technology Specialists.

We will have this dedicated session to design educational modules for distribution to the
SimGHOSTS community. The activity will allow small group brainstorming and have a deliverable
outcome of content blocks with clear teaching/learning objectives. Written outlines compiled from
last year’s group will be combined with objectives that can then be distributed to volunteers in
our community. Beyond the conference these modules can be distributed to interested authors to
create a text that will serve as a guide to our specialty.
We have participants with the knowledge and passion to propel this specialty. This session will
give the final organization to allow our vast array of talents to be divided and focused so that we
can share our knowledge with the world.
SimGHOSTS is a passion-driven organization and we survive based on the participation of our
community to reach our goals. This workshop will be your opportunity to get involved and help
SimGHOSTS achieve something unique. Support your profession today by helping to identify and
develop our standards and expand out programs.
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SimGHOSTS 2015 Main Conference Courses
(Organized by Time)
During the main event Sim Techs will have to decide which courses are their priority. During the main
event Sim Techs will have to decide which courses are their priority. Outside of the Opening Keynote
and Plenary address, there are always three concurrent sessions scheduled. Please take note of each
session’s track and experience level to help determine the appropriate content for you!

Thursday June 26th
0800 - 0830 Bus Transportation from Oaks Aurora Tower Hotel
to Clinical Skills Development Service
0800 - 0845 Tea & Coffee available; Vendor Exhibit Hall Open
0845 - 0915 Welcome to Country
			CSDS Welcome
			
SimGHOSTS Opening Remarks
0915 - 1015 SimGHOSTS 2015: Australia Keynote address,
sponsored by Laerdal Medical
SimGHOSTS 2015: Australia Keynote address, sponsored by Laerdal

“Communicating and Negotiating to Advance Your Simulation Program”
Dr. Carolyn Yucha
Dean of the Schools of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dr. Carolyn Yucha will provide a brief overview of the Clinical Simulation Center of Las Vegas
(CSCLV), a 31,000 square foot center used collaboratively by two schools of nursing and a
medical school. The CSCLV celebrated its fifth year of operation in 2014, successfully providing
7,500 hours of student and resident learning activities in the last academic year. Dr. Yucha
will share her experiences in negotiations to assure an effective and efficient student learning
environment. In addition, she will discuss the different roles and training needs for staff. Finally,
she will provide an administrator’s view that will help attendees to better communicate their needs
to administration.
At the end of this session, the learner will be able to:
1. Describe the different roles for technical staff within a large collaborative Simulation Center.
2. Discuss strategies for communicating your technical needs to your administration.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1015 - 1045 Morning Tea | Vendor Exhibit Hall Open | BugBusters Team Rounds
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wed MORNING Optional Block A (1045 - 1235)
Don’t Give up the Ghost! Managing Underutilised Simulation Equipment in Your
Facilities - Basic
110 Minutes
Nicole Jones de Rooy, Kelvin Upton and Sonia Gardner-Hillgrove
Griffith University
There are many reasons why simulation facilities have underutilised equipment lurking in their
back cupboards, haunting their hallways and peeking out from under office desks. Don’t feel
afraid – you’re not alone! In this interactive session we will help you explore ways to utilize these
goblins and ghosts.

We will canvas ideas from the audience and share our own tips to manage underutilized
equipment including re-purposing and hybridization. The sheet will come off (metaphorically
speaking -at least) to what we believe are some of the common problems facing facilities today –a
lack of funds to fix broken, out of warranty equipment, and a lack of resources to keep the useful
equipment in circulation. By working through various approaches and shortcuts, we can come up
with a plan for you.

Introduction to Moulage - Basic

110 Minutes
TraumaSim team
TraumaSim are offering a mini introductory workshop of 2hrs duration at the SimGHOSTS 2015
Australia Training Conference. Moulage improves the outcome of training by adding realism
to emergency scenarios and forcing participants to face realistic injuries and situations in a
controlled learning environment. Moulage in nursing, medicine, paramedical and allied health
simulations improves learning and take up of skills.
During this introductory workshop we will teach you techniques suitable for live role players or
manikins. This workshop will cover simple techniques used to create injuries and the application
and presentation of pre-made wounds.
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Advanced Video Editing Techniques - Advanced

110 Minutes
Lance Baily SimGHOSTS
In the pacing of video editing, 7 seconds is an average shot length. At 30 Frames Per Second,
that means 210 frames pass in front of the viewer’s eyes during during just one shot. If even one
of those frames is off, there can be massive unintended consequences for the message to your
audience. With this course you will see how small, almost invisible changes, can lead to big
impacts for the quality and message of your video pieces.
For almost twenty years Lance has spent countless hours with linear tape decks and non-linear
editing computers piecing together thousands of videos ranging from 11-second lightsaber
duels to 90-minute drag racing dvds. Specializing in documentary production since university,
Lance has powerfully connected his film-making background to medical simulation through lab
orientations, promotional materials, interviews, product/service demonstrations, tutorials and more.
During this lesson, Lance will showcase Apple’s Final Cut Express to:
• Explicate the continuity of editing theory and how to skilfully break it
• Highlight time-saving shortcuts for reviewing, selecting and editing.
• Point out key audio issues and last-minute fixes
• Demonstrate his editing process for a HealthySimulation.com video segment
• Cover timing, flow, storyboarding, graphics, sounds, fades, cuts, transitions, brightness hacks,
mattes, intros, outros, publishing, titling, and more.

Fundamentals of Mold Making and Casting for the Sim Tech - Intermediate

Additional Course Fee Required: $15
110 Minutes
Chad Jackson, MS, RRT, CCMEP
Director, CHEST Clinical Simulation and Innovation Center
This session is primarily reserved for experienced Simulation Technicians who have attended
SimGHOSTS events before. In this hands on session, experienced simulation technicians will learn
the necessary steps and techniques to actually make a mold out of silicone. This includes making
or preparing a model, protecting the model and the mold, and casting the mold.
While their molds are curing, attendees will see a variety of molds designed and made by CHEST
to innovate in their simulation laboratories over the years, and what lead to their development, and
the outcomes from those educational products. Next, attendees will separate their molds, remove
the models and cast resin into their made molds. While the castings are curing, presenter will
discuss a variety of molding and casting agents for the experienced simulation technician to use
in their own labs. Finally attendees to this workshop will remove their casts and admire their work.

Look Before You LLEAP - Intermediate

110 Minutes
Laerdal Medical staff
This session will cover the differences between Laerdal’s legacy software systems and Laerdal’s
new LLEAP Instructor Application. Focus will be placed on the technical aspects of implementing
LLEAP into your institution, rather than familiarisation of the user interface. At the end of this
session, participants will be able to assess their institution’s readiness for LLEAP implementation,
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and be able to differentiate whether the implementation is capable of being completed in a ‘DIY’
fashion, or whether a Field Service Agent will be required on site.

Advanced Life Support for Techs - Basic
110 Minutes
Luke Wainwright
Clinical Skills Development Service

Technologists in simulation are often poorly understood by clinicians. In turn we rarely know
the fundamentals of patient physiology and anatomy. In this session we will bridge the gap and
expose the mysteries of the clinicians mind. Come prepared to learn the underpinning physiology
and how it relates to the technology used in advanced life support.
The workshop will be broken down into three skills stations covering airway management,
defibrillation and cardiac monitoring and the mechanics of CPR. Get that last piece of the Sim
Tech jigsaw puzzle and learn everything you need to know to successfully operate a human
patient simulator and understand what the numbers and jargon mean.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1235 - 1330 Lunch & Exhibit Hall open | Bug-Busters Team
Rounds
Enjoy lunch and take a moment to meet with our vendor sponsors in our
exhibition space.

1300 - 1330
Meet Your Vendor! Feedback from the Tech’s Perspective
30 Minutes
(Choose one)
Laerdal Medical
CAE Healthcare
Exhibit Hall

At SimGHOSTS, we believe Simulation Technology Specialists are the real “end-users”. Wish you
could ever sit down with your vendor and share your concerns or your suggestions? Well come
join us at this facilitated session to share with your vendor technical and constructive feedback
about their products and services.
A mission of SimGHOSTS is to help speed up technology adoption and be a bridge for the
medical simulation technical community and manikin manufacturers. Make suggestions to
improve software manipulation and hardware utilization. This time is also saved to provide more
opportunity to engage with the vendor exhibit area.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1330 - 1430 Clinical Skills Development Service Plenary
Address
Rules for Simulation Radicals

Dylan Campher
Director of Simulation
Director of Graduate Certificate in Healthcare Simulation
Clinical Skills Development Service

Dylan is the Director of Simulation, for the Queensland Health Clinical Skills Development Service.
Over the past 14 years, he has contributed to healthcare as a clinician, educator, program
manager and executive. Dylan’s experience in simulation and education includes: operation,
delivery, development, assessment and evaluation of simulation and online programs.
Dylan developed the Pocket Simulation Centre model throughout Queensland Health in 2007.
With over 60 sites currently commissioned, Dylan and his team increases simulation delivery,
collaboration and knowledge across the clinical workforce.
Dylan has presented both nationally and internationally on a diverse range of topics such as:
accreditation and certification of the simulation provider, high fidelity simulation, evaluating
simulation programs, designing simulation centres and distributed models of simulation.
Dylan is a co-author of the book - Medical Crisis Management, Improving Performance Under
Pressure and is also the lead assessor and co-author of the Graduate Certificate in Healthcare
Simulation.
Dylan has a deep and personal commitment to supporting high quality and cost effective
simulation education and improving patient outcomes.
Session outline:
“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower”, Steve Jobs.
The need to organise as a community of simulation providers is becoming increasingly important.
The challenges of sustainability, financial management and ever changing technology create a
need for us to connect and share our stories. The simulation ‘cult’ has formed a tribe of believers
and people who follow a common goal, but do we really know what that is, and what it looks like?
How can we start communicating our cause and how can we start organising our tribe?
In this session I will explore some fundamental concepts about:
1. Disruptive Technology;
2. Frugal innovation;
3. Tribes; and
4. Organising the radicals.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Weds. AFTERNOON Block B Options (1435 - 1525)
Medical Terminology - Basic
50 Minutes
Sean Lannan
Queensland Health Services

For those of us with a tech background, it is easy to get lost in the acronyms and terms that
clinicians use. This course will cover several of the major terminology used by doctors, nurses
and other healthcare professionals.

In-Situ Simulation - Anytime Anywhere! - Basics
50 Minutes
Neil Fainges

After months of trial and error - the prototype of a new in-situ simulation platform for recording
NICU. After designing the Mobile Trolley - I thought this would be easy but alas after the brief
of making sure it had no cables, the cameras needing to be free standing, easy to use and
lightweight, and of course under $5,000! This set more challenges.
The amount of effort focus required to develop and implement a new design format utilising an
Android tablet and WiFi cams to deliver a system that is easy to use and the ability to set up
anywhere, anytime.
The prototype has been completed - how this came about has been a journey to share with others.

Sim Lab Staffing & Support Innovations - Intermediate
50 Minutes

Development of a Volunteer Simulation Patient Programme Database: Lessons Learnt
Russell Bovey
University of The Sunshine Coast

The effective recruitment, selection and management of volunteers for scenarios employing
simulated patients is vital to the successful delivery of simulation. A simulated patient database
designed to identify volunteers appropriate for individual simulation scenarios and aid planning
and development of simulation scenarios was developed at the University of The Sunshine Coast.
This presentation will outline how the database is used, highlight lessons learnt during the initial
database development process and the challenges of designing a resource that meets the needs
of a multidisciplinary group.
This presentation will be of interest to delegates from all health disciplines who may be
considering establishing a simulated patient programme and / or a system to streamline selection
and management of simulated patients and volunteers.
SimMan3G : Manikin initiated and lead simulation orientation
Kristine Cox
University of The Sunshine Coast

Simulation participants require orientation to scenario equipment including manikin function
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and capability. Orienting large numbers of participants can be time consuming. Using SimMan
software, a programme was developed that utilises SimMan 3G’s sensory capacity to initiate and
run a manikin-led orientation. The programme is initiated by touch and employs voice changer to
record dialog that is uploaded into a scenario designed to explain manikin features and engage
students in activities. This presentation explains how the manikin-led orientation was developed,
its use and the challenges and opportunities for everyday use in simulation preparation. This
will be of interest to simulation technicians, academics and clinicians involved in preparing
participants for simulations that utilise SimMan3G.

A Simfomercial: Interactive Moulage Techniques - Intermediate
50 Minutes
Davin Arthur & Colin King
Clinical Skills Development Service

A demonstration of how moulage is used to create realistic wounds. This presentation will be
delivered in an “infomerical” style with the presenter asking questions of the subject matter expert
as he makes and applies moulage to a manikin. At various times the presenter will ask ‘audience’
members up onto the stage to help. Some moulage components will be pre made in order to save
time, ‘”Here’s one I prepared earlier”.
• Develop an understanding of advanced moulage techniques
• Develop skills to create interactive moulage

CAE Healthcare Presentation #1
50 Minutes
CAE Healthcare staff

Content TBA; general discussion of simulation concepts from leaders in the field

Society for Simulation in Healthcare Presentation
50 Minutes
SSH Representative

Come learn about SSH and its Certified Healthcare Simulation Operation Specialists (CHSOS)
examination.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Weds. AFTERNOON Block C Options (1535 - 1625)
Pre- Semester Nursing Laboratory Safety Inductions. Are They Effective? Intermediate
50 Minutes
Kristine Cox, Patrea Anderson, Suzy O’Brien and Karen Watson
University of The Sunshine Coast

Safety inductions prior to commencing laboratory and simulation classes are important to ensure
the safety of the students as well as the staff working in these environments. An on line induction
program was designed as a multimedia learning module to address student responsibilities in the
lab/sim areas, workplace health and safety guidelines, and University policies and procedures.
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This was then evaluated using a mixed methods approach with collection of data at three points.
This presentation will summarise the findings of this research and outline the evolving nature of
our induction programs, including future plans for the creation of a virtual lab/sim environment and
use of gamification. This will be of interest to simulation technicians, academics and clinicians
responsible for preparing students for their clinical classes.

Infocomm 2015 - The Latest Audiovisual Technology and Trends - Intermediate
50 Minutes
Daniel Knoche
Epworth Healthcare

What’s new and upcoming in audiovisual technology, what will the trends be and how might these
affect simulation technology? In June 17-19 2015, presenter, Daniel Knoche after receiving an
Epworth scholarship, joined 37,000 technically-enhanced individuals from over 110 countries
and wended his way through 8km of expo floor in Orlando, Florida, attempting to visit over 980
exhibitors in order to bring you the latest and greatest that the audiovisual industry has to offer
simulation. The expo? Infocomm – the overarching international body that drives the audiovisual
industry. This presentation will explore the latest available technology, investigate the relevance
of Infocomm to the simulation industry and explore highlights from the 2015 Infocomm Show.
Discuss how new audiovisual developments and trends may change simulation and explore what
training Infocomm has that may assist you.

Global Simulation Alliances Presentations - Basic
50 Minutes

SimulationWeek – An Initiative to Spark Simulation in our Communities
John Stewart, Nicole Jones de Rooy, Chloe Wagemaker

SimulationWeek is an inclusive opportunity to promote simulation in our organizations and wider
communities. Launched and celebrated online first in 2014, it has continued to spark the attention
of communities around the country and globally. A movement to capture the working week of
‘Simulation’ – the initiative provides us with a real time snapshot of how simulation is improving
and enhancing that vital step between idea and reality (here and now). Whether it is in education
and training, prototyping or race car driving… the list is long. Come see what this initiative is
all about and find out how you can participate and spread the word through your communities.
SimulationWeek will be hosted online at www.simulationweek.com
SimGHOSTS: Report from the Pre-Conference workshop
James Cypert
SimGHOSTS

This session will be a continuation of the pre-symposium workshop, “SimGHOSTS Planning
Workshop: Creating Formal Training for Our Community” and will allow attendees to:
1. Receive a report of what was accomplished during the pre-symposium session
2. Ask questions of the SimGHOSTS leadership about the pre-symposium session

Common Troubleshooting Techniques for SimMan 3G - Basic
50 Minutes
Nick Brauer
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As a simulation specialist or educator it is imperative that all equipment is functioning properly.
SimMan 3G is a complex manikin and therefore requires regular maintenance and repairs on as
well as on an as-needed basis. In the course, “Common Troubleshooting for SimMan 3G”, the
presenter will introduce internal and external components and will explore a series of problemsolving techniques.
The course will cover internal parts that may cause a simulation scenario to fail. Many of these
parts are covered under the manufacturers preventative maintenance program; however, for those
who are unable to take advantage of this, it’s important to keep up the PM and checks. Internal
components to be discussed are airway, tubing, electrical connections and filters.
Installing, setting up and adjusting the manikin microphone can be intimidating to the novice. The
computer’s internal volume and microphone levels are relatively easy to set. If your sim center
uses multiple rotating manikins, control stations and instructor laptops a quick adjustment may be
necessary before the sim starts.
SimMan 3G offers various methods to connect to the instructor laptop. Wireless technology is
great when it works, but what happens when the signal is lost during a simulation? The instructor
will discuss options and what works best in their center.

Oculus Rift: Hands-On With The Future of Virtual Simulation - Basic
50 Minutes
Ryan Eling
SimGHOSTS

The Oculus Rift is the newest in a long line of virtual reality (VR) headsets promising the “future”
of immersive learning and experiences. With the high-profile sale of the company to our social
media overlords at Facebook, the general public is beginning to talk about the promise of a VR
future. Come get hands-on with an Oculus Rift and learn what it takes to get a set working. While
relatively easy to set up and not terribly expensive, the Rift is a bit tricky to get working just right.
We’ll explore some of the fun demos available and also discuss a few of the baby steps being
taken to bring VR into healthcare simulation.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1635 - 1700 Closing Remarks & Group Photo
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1700 - 1730 Bus transportation to Oaks Aurora Tower hotel
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1815 - 1830 Bus transportation from Oaks Aurora to Victoria
Park Golf Club - Oaks Mews guests are walking distance to
Club
1830 - 2130 SimGHOSTS 2015
Opening Reception at Victoria Park
Golf Club
Enjoy a drink and multiple canapes as you chat
and network with your colleagues! Afterwards,
enjoy a round of putt-putt golf on SimGHOSTS!

Thursday June 25th
0800 - 0830 Bus Transportation from Oaks Aurora Tower Hotel
to Clinical Skills Development Service
0800 - 0900 Tea & Coffee available; Vendor Exhibit Hall Open
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0900 - 1000
CAE Healthcare / Mediquip sponsored Plenary:
The Benefits of Advanced Physiology Modeling to Simulation
Dr. Kenneth Gilpin
Senior Lecturer, School of Rural Medicine
University of New England

This lecture will explore themes first discussed in Dr. Gilpin’s editorial, Medical simulation in “my
world” published in the journal Anaesthesia. This editorial explored the dangers of negative
learning through inaccurate physiological models or simulation director error
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1000 - 1030 Morning Tea | Vendor Exhibit Hall Open | BugBusters Pairs Rounds
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thurs. MORNING Block D Options (1030 - 1220)
SimART: Adding Reality to Simulation - Basic
110 Minutes
Jessica Stokes-Parish, Rebecca Marley and Jan Roche

Part 1 – 10 minutes
WH&S considerations for use of simART™ materials will be addressed using printed material and
basic safety precautions.
With role play demonstrating effectiveness of simART™
Mention safety & products (present booklet with safety & product info)
Part 2 – 10 minutes
The faculty will model the moulage techniques within a clinical scenario. Participants will be asked
to describe the techniques and then practice.
Part 3 – 60 minutes
The practice session include three major stations, bruising, simple lacerations, ageing and
other effects. All participants will have the opportunity to practice all stations. Facilitators will be
assigned to each table for extra guidance.
3 tables set up to demonstrate skills
Participants will rotate each station after 20 minutes
Part 4 – 25 minutes
The “simART™ Olympics” is an opportunity for participants to consolidate their knowledge and
skills through application. Each team will be presented a scenario and asked to apply simART™
to a volunteer.
This will be judged independently and an appropriate award presented.
Part 5 – 5 minutes
Participants will be asked to provide feedback at the conclusion of the workshop via mQlicker
(electronic response via web). All responses will be anonymous and used to improve session
validity and content.
Evaluation. The web-based response system mQlicker will be used to provide feedback from
participant learning outcomes, the facilitators and equipment used. Using web based mobile
devices the audience will be asked to participate in providing feedback.
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Programming Laerdal Manikins: 3 Methods - Intermediate
110 Minutes
Nick Brauer
SimGHOSTS

Programming scenarios using Laerdal Scenario Editor may be intimidating for the beginner. In
this course learners will discuss three distinctly different programming styles while accomplishing
similar end points. While styles and methods vary from person to person, learners will discover
pros and cons of each. At the end of the course one will be able choose a style or combination to
meet their needs.
The three programming styles can be described as either linear, single frame and hub. In this
course learners will design and program their own scenario using each style. Creating handlers
and trends will be touched on during the design process as a single frame scenario generally
requires such. While the linear and hub style are distinctly different, they are similar because both
use multiple frames. Join the group and dive in to programming.
Previous experience with Laerdal Scenario Editor is not required but recommended.
Learning Objectives:
• Be able to program a scenario using the linear method
• Be able to program a scenario using one frame
• Be able to program a scenario using the “HUB” method

Introduction to Moulage - Basic
110 Minutes
TraumaSim team

TraumaSim are offering a mini introductory workshop of 2hrs duration at the SimGHOSTS 2015
Australia Training Conference. Moulage improves the outcome of training by adding realism
to emergency scenarios and forcing participants to face realistic injuries and situations in a
controlled learning environment. Moulage in nursing, medicine, paramedical and allied health
simulations improves learning and take up of skills.
During this introductory workshop we will teach you techniques suitable for live role players or
manikins. This workshop will cover simple techniques used to create injuries and the application
and presentation of pre-made wounds.

Research Concepts for the Healthcare Simulation Technology Specialist - Basic
110 Minutes
James Cypert, SimGHOSTS

Research is not something limited to only the sciences, anyone who desires to get a deeper
understanding of a topic or concept. Each of us do research in various ways, it can be to help us
be creative, to find a way of doing something, to buy a house, to find the best product. However,
the research concepts covered in this course are based on principles that are systematic,
recorded properly, and are peer-reviewed so that we can be more confident in the quality of what
is reported.
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The participants will be guided through some peer-reviewed research articles that relate to
simulation and technology. Topics will range from how to find research, how to review research
properly, and how to assess and interpret what is being reported in research articles, and then
identify ways to use research to support evidence-based practice in our roles as Healthcare
Simulation Technology Specialists (HSTS). Utilizing research to gather important information to
better communicate with professions that rely heavily on research in decision making, to make
positive changes, and to improve the standards of practice in the use of technology in simulated
environments.
Learning Objectives
1. Participants will be able to name key concepts, methods, used in research.
2. Participants will be able to articulate the role that research can play in guiding the
3. Participants will successfully read and interpret peer-reviewed research and determine HSTS
towards evidence-based practice in simulated environments. the most effective way to use it in
a simulated environment to promote best practices

Creating a Daily Living Community Simulation Suite - Intermediate
110 Minutes
Charlee Martin and Jo-Anne Webb
University of Salford

The phenomenal rate at which innovative technologies are added to the mixing pot of clinical
education equipmentage is exciting for the Clinical Simulation Technologist. We are now
equipped with a variety of tools and strategies to more realistically model clinical practice,
and we are able to find novel ways in which to stay in step with the changing complexity of
medical care. Practitioners will face acute illness episodes under a plethora of conditions, and
simulation technologists have traditionally aimed to model these environments in order to facilitate
experiential learning. Actual cars have been demolished for roadside accident simulations;
Human Patient Simulators are left in woodland areas with amputations; and simulated wards and
theatres are created with working beds and ventilators for in-hospital emergency management.
All clinical groups, including physicians, allied health professionals, home visitors, midwives
and social workers encounter a different clinical dynamic when entering the home. To be able
to render clinical care in such a personal setting, preparation is required. Yet, pre-registration
students rarely receive interactive preparation to enter the home setting due principally to the
lack of affective models that simulate this environment. Additionally, without accurate simulation
settings, post-qualified students are not offered an opportunity to develop and hone their skills
using immersive simulation techniques. This means that currently, most training institutions are
only able to offer the traditional approach of didactic lectures coupled with clinical placements to
fulfil preparation and re-training needs.
Didactic theory has been proven to be most effective when coupled with high-fidelity simulation,
and here, learners will be able to take away the lessons learned from the University of Salford’s
creation of a Daily Living Simulation Suite for Allied Health and Nursing Education.
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Fundamentals of Mold Making and Casting for the Sim Tech - Intermediate

Additional Course Fee Required: $15 (Space Limited to 15 People - See Course Restrictions Below)
110 Minutes
Chad Jackson, MS, RRT, CCMEP
Director, CHEST Clinical Simulation and Innovation Center

This session is primarily reserved for experienced Simulation Technicians who have attended
SimGHOSTS events before. In this hands on session, experienced simulation technicians will learn
the necessary steps and techniques to actually make a mold out of silicone. This includes making
or preparing a model, protecting the model and the mold, and casting the mold.
While their molds are curing, attendees will see a variety of molds designed and made by CHEST
to innovate in their simulation laboratories over the years, and what lead to their development, and
the outcomes from those educational products. Next, attendees will separate their molds, remove
the models and cast resin into their made molds. While the castings are curing, presenter will
discuss a variety of molding and casting agents for the experienced simulation technician to use
in their own labs. Finally attendees to this workshop will remove their casts and admire their work.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1220 - 1330 Lunch & Exhibit Hall open
Enjoy lunch and take a moment to meet with our vendor sponsors in our
exhibition space.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1330 - 1425 Special SimGHOSTS Plenary
How to Train Your Simulation Staff (or yourself) for Free
50 Minutes
Kirrian Steer

There has been, and continues to be considerable debate on simulation forums about the
educational and skill requirements for simulation specialists. Formal learning pathways are
beginning to emerge but there still remains the challenge of providing the diverse range of
skills and knowledge required for simulation specialists. Rather than a one-size-fits-all model, I
have researched the training resources available and found that MOOCs (Massive Open Online
Courses) are a fantastic way of addressing the skill needs of simulation specialists. From only
two MOOC platforms, EDX and Coursera, I have collated information about over 50 courses
and grouped them into IT, AV, Engineering/Design, Clinical, Quality and Safety in Healthcare,
Educational, Management, Marketing, Research/Evaluation, and Innovation and Entrepreneurship
categories.
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The session will begin with an overview of the vast range of skills and knowledge required
by simulation specialists and co-ordinators. A worksheet (2 page A4 double sided) will be
provided for attendees to map the requirements for their simulation centre based on common
job descriptions for simulation positions. From this attendees will then create a professional
development plan by prioritising learning needs and linking them to MOOCs.
I have completed many of the courses myself, and will include video, text and graphic resources
from some of the courses, as well as examples of assessment formats. I will detail some of the
courses that are most relevant to simulation specialists and co-ordinators, and can provide
samples for distribution to attendees (all are published with creative commons share with
attribution licences).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thurs. AFTERNOON Block E Options (1430 - 1520)
Moulage Topics 1 - Intermediate
How to Simulate a Tissued IV Line.
Clinton Henderson
Clinical Skills Development Service

The goal was to develop an intravenous insertion site that would allow fluids to run initially, then
slow and stop without showing too much visible swelling. When a participant then injected fluids or
drugs eg Propofol the area under the IV site would then swell to give the appearance of a tissued
IV insertion site.
Moulage Right Total Hip Replacement
Mark Harrington
Clinical Skills Development Service

The concept behind this orthopaedic set up began as a request from Faculty to add to an
Anaesthetic Crisis Resource Management (ACRM) course a fully immersive scenario for a
‘Cement Syndrome’ crisis. The success of this scenario relies on being able to provide a visually
realistic mannikin position and sterile operating field, a pungent smell to represent orthopaedic
bone cement and the application of appropriate moulage to the right hip to enhance the realism.
A brief power point presentation highlighting the sequence of steps will be shown along with a
SimMan on display that has already been fully positioned, draped and moulaged. A table beside
the mannikin will show the equipment required to undertake the right total hip transformation.

Technical Advances in Simulation: Using 3D Visualization to Teach Clinical Skills
- Basic
50 Minutes
Dr. Patrea Anderson
University of The Sunshine Coast

This presentation will provide an overview of the use of serious games in clinical simulation
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to date, a close investigation of the Unity3D platform and its utility in development of clinical
simulations, the importance of building a ‘clinical story’ and a snapshot of the emerging
technologies that are increasing the realism of such serious games. This includes touchless
interfaces, the Oculus Rift VR headset and other related technologies that have been, or are about
to be released. Finally, there will be a discussion on the issue of validating outcomes from serious
games simulation and increasing educator acceptance of such options.

Simulation at a Regional Campus: A Technician’s Reflection - Intermediate
50 Minutes
Tracey Seymour
University of The Sunshine Coast

The University of the Sunshine Coast implemented the B-Line simulation system. This included
installation at a regional teaching site located 80 kms from the main campus. The design ensured
that the regional site had the same functionality and capability to interact with the main campus.
The presenter reflects on their experience as a sole technician in a regional campus managing
simulation at a distance. An overview of the simulation management system, the challenges faced
and solution developed to address day to day technical issues will be outlined. This presentation
will be of interest to technicians involved in simulation in rural and remote areas or those exploring
opportunities to extend simulation teaching to rural areas.

CAE Healthcare Session #2
50 Minutes
CAE Healthcare staff

Explore the audiovisual recording, simulator and educational products that CAE offers. Specific
content TBA.

How to Train Your Dragon! Part 1 - Intermediate
50 Minutes
Luke Wainwright
Clinical Skills Development Service

Learn to manipulate the perception of realism within a simulated environment by creating realistic
silicone wounds and injuries. Attend this interactive workshop to customise your own long lasting,
reusable simulation mold using silicone rubber and make your simulation come alive.
Outline of workshop:
• Introduction to products used
• Development of molds
• Development of silicone wounds and injuries
• Moulage of wounds and injuries
• Participant numbers: 20
NOTE: YOU MUST ALSO REGISTER FOR PART 2 DURING BLOCK F

Realities and Pitfalls in Simulation Centre IT/AV and Resource Management on a
Limited Budget - Intermediate
50 Minutes
Daniel Knoche
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Epworth Healthcare

Lessons learnt in organising and using equipment, supplies, space, data and “Big data”.
Establishing systems to ensure the smooth IT/AV and resource management of a simulation centre
is critical and can be a complicated and, at times, frustrating experience. Daniel Knoche will share
experiences garnered over a 26 months by a team establishing, optimising and managing IT/AV
and systems in a new simulation centre.
What do you need to consider in order to minimise administration time while ensuring you retain
the information that lets you understand how your centre works and where there is room for
improvement? Together we will explore some of the issues in establishing these systems, some
possible solutions and discuss what happens in your centre, what has worked well, what needs
improvement and hopefully how things can be done better.
“Big data” is currently a hot topic but what is it? Should you be using it? What is the difference
between data and big data? How does it relate to the systems you use to run your centre? Come
with questions and suggestions. Leave with more.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bug-Busters Finals Round (Part 1)
Our finalists will run through their final 10 minute experience. These sessions
will be recorded and the judges will rate the finalists. Recordings and final
results will be shared at the end of the day.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thurs. AFTERNOON Block F Options (1530 - 1620)
Moulage Topics 2 - Basic

Mission accepted: Intubation impossible
Tracey McLean
Clinical Skills Development Service

Aim: To develop a specific trouble-shooting technique used to create a difficult airway (grade 4
view), to use in high-fidelity healthcare simulations.
Background: During quick checks of the manikin (SimMan 3G and essential) and throughout
difficult airway scenarios, it was noted that the vocal cord could be visualised and intubation could
be performed despite pharyngeal obstruction and laryngospasm being activated. As a quick fix,
a tourniquet was developed and applied to the manikin to create the view of a grade 4 difficult
airway.
Delivery: PPT to explain the background and method used to create the difficult airway. Video
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laryngoscope showing these changes associated with the manikin’s anatomical airway features.
The manikin and equipment will be available to show this process.
Snap, Crackle, Pop - Neck Swelling with Emphysema
Sandra Thornton
Clinical Skills Development Service

Goal - To demonstrate how we developed a neck skin for SimMan 3G that allows participants to
feel sub-cutaneous emphysema and had the ability to swell if IPPV ventilation was applied through
a tracheostomy tube that had migrated para-tracheal.
Idea for session - Demonstrate on a 3G manikin (with a camera, linked to a screen for all to view)
how we created the feel of sub-cutaneous emphysema, then expose the manikins neck bladders
to demonstrate how we modified the bladder and connections to allow visual neck swelling
if positive pressure was applied. Allow participants to come up and have a feel and discuss
how neck swelling and/or emphysema could be used to create fidelity for other conditions e.g.
anaphylaxsis.

Wearable Simulated Maternity Model: Making Simulation Encounters Real in
Midwifery - Basic
Kristine Cox and Dr. Patrea Anderson
University of The Sunshine Coast

Using actors as simulated patients in midwifery simulation is limited due to the need for realistic
physiology that reflects body changes in pregnancy and an inability to perform invasive
examinations. Using basic maternity resources and low cost items a simulated maternity model
has been created that can be worn by an actor. This replicates the pregnant abdomen, enables
students to palpate foetal position, perform a vaginal examination and listen to the foetal heart.
This low cost device provides a high level of fidelity and preserves the actor’s dignity. The
presentation outlines how the apparatus is made and used in midwifery simulation, includes an
opportunity for hands-on trial of the apparatus. This will be of interest to simulation technicians,
academics and clinicians involved in midwifery education.

The Future Trends of AV Capture - Intermediate
50 Minutes
Neil Fainges

Audio visual trends are constantly changing, and are we keeping pace with these in clinical
simulation? We look at many various formats and conveyances of AV that are trending in
the future. These mainly focus on WiFi/Network which will be the most common methods to
transfer live and captured media in the near future, and how tablets will play a major part of this
development.
How we can utilise WiFi IP cameras better within the simulation lab - allowing for more flexibility
- no need for cables. Cables are a major cost of fit-outs - especially retrofitting a space and WiFi
cameras utilising the new 802.11ac/f can bypass these issues.
Network video recorders are the new standard to being able to record and playback captures
simultaneously from a multitude of cameras.
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Utilising a separate Network and then gatewaying across to your main facility network overcomes
many issues currently being experienced such as speed and drop-outs.
The cost can be reduced by control through existing PC/Mac platforms and remote control via
tablets.
The other area is the demands for AV within the growing area of in-situ simulations. How we can
meet these and increase the learning experience for large and provincial health care facilities.

How to Train Your Dragon! Part 2 - Intermediate
50 Minutes
Luke Wainwright
Clinical Skills Development Service

Learn to manipulate the perception of realism within a simulated environment by creating realistic
silicone wounds and injuries. Attend this interactive workshop to customise your own long lasting,
reusable simulation mold using silicone rubber and make your simulation come alive.
Outline of workshop:
• Introduction to products used
• Development of molds
• Development of silicone wounds and injuries
• Moulage of wounds and injuries
• Participant numbers: 20
NOTE: YOU MUST ALSO REGISTER FOR PART 1 DURING BLOCK E

Resuscitation Quality Improvement - Basic
50 Minutes
Laerdal Medical Staff

Resuscitation Quality Improvement (RQI) is Laerdal’s solution to address the problem of rapid
CPR skills degradation after initial training. Throughout the conference participants will have
the opportunity to perform CPR on the RQI system and have their performance assessed. All
results will be de-identified for confidentiality purposes. All participants taking part in the CPR
assessment will go into the draw for free registration for the 2016 Laerdal SUN Conference.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bug-Busters Finals Round (Part 2)
Our finalists will run through their final 10 minute experience. These sessions
will be recorded and the judges will rate the finalists. Recordings and final
results will be shared at the end of the day.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1630 - 1700 Group viewing of “Bug-Busters” Finals &
Awarding of Prizes
After two days of participants running through our simulated troubleshooting
exercise, we all get to watch our finalists compete for prizes!

-------------------------------------------------------------1700 - 1730 Bus transportation to Oaks Aurora Tower Hotel

Friday June 26th
0830 - 0900 Bus Transportation from Oaks Aurora Tower Hotel
to Clinical Skills Development Service
0830 - 0900 Tea & Coffee Available
-------------------------------------------------------------Fri. MORNING Block G Options (0900 - 1300)
Advanced Moulage Workshop - Advanced
4 hours
TraumaSim staff
Registration fee: $75

TraumaSim are offering a one day workshop at the SimGHOSTS 2015 Australia Training
Conference. Moulage improves the outcome of training by adding realism to emergency
scenarios and forcing participants to face realistic injuries and situations in a controlled learning
environment. Moulage in nursing, medicine, paramedical and allied health simulations improves
learning and take up of skills. During this workshop we will teach you more advanced moulage
techniques. Prerequisite is the TraumaSim Full Day Moulage Course. Topics covered include bone
creation, freehand sculpting of more complex wounds, open fractures and skin flaps.
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Networking 101 & Windows Computer Configuration, Maintenance,
Troubleshooting - Basic
4 hours
James Cypert
SimGHOSTS

This two-part workshop will cover major topics, tricks and tips for the world of information
technology!
Every simulated environment relies on networked components. A computer network is formed
from basically two or more computers that communicate. Networks are the basic structure upon
which the world communicates. Come and learn how these networks function and how with a little
knowledge they can be unlocked and made to improve simulations.
Every simulated environment relies on computer systems at some level. Computers all have
operating systems that dictate how this happen. Improper configuration, failure to properly
maintain, and not understanding how to properly update software components can all lead
to systems that do not run fully optimized for best performance. Come and learn these how to
properly configure, maintain, troubleshoot, and update a windows operating system for best
performance.
Learning Objectives
1. Upon completing the course participants will be able to describe basic networking
components and their function in simulated environments.
2. Upon completing the course participants will be able to identify key networking components
and their impact in simulated environments.
3. Upon completing the course participants will be to demonstrate basic network connectivity
troubleshooting.
4. Upon completing the course participants will be able to describe basic
technologytroubleshooting concepts.
5. Upon completing the course participants will be able to identify key components of the
windows user interfaces, system tools, utilities.
6. Upon completing the course participants will be able to recognize and demonstrate best
practices for windows operating system software updating.
7. Upon completing the course participants will be to demonstrate basic windows operating
system troubleshooting techniques.

Introduction to 3D Printing for the Simulation Specialist - Intermediate
Chad Jackson
American College of Chest Physicians
Registration fee: $25

Learners will be exposed to a variety of software platforms that are available to the simulation
community on generating 3D models that can be used to make things. Emphasis will be placed
on free and readily available software that can be obtained and used be a large audience of
simulation technicians. This will include PC and Mac platforms, as well as Linux versions if
available.
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Next the learners will learn how to use an actual software program to create and model a
simulation part. The learners will be encouraged to participate in small groups to create an actual
part that they can use in their simulation program. Their group will export their created model to
a slicer software program that generates a Standard Tessellation Language (.stl) file used by the
majority of printers to created 3D models. They will then clean up the file and render it for tool
cutting pathways.
Finally, learners will export their model .stl files to a 3D printer and print out their object. While
the objects print, practical printing and troubleshooting advice will be presented to the learners.
Samples used by the presenter for actual simulation applications on a variety of uses and ideas
will be presented to engage the learners on their own ideas for printable items to be used in their
simulation programs when they return home.

CSDS Trauma Workshop - Intermediate
4 hours
Luke Wainwright & Staff
Clinical Skills Development Service

Clinicians face challenging and distressing real life scenarios on a daily basis and they demand
realistic training environments to practice their skills. The CSDS guide to trauma scenarios is all
about the detail and gives the clinicians what they need. Our professional training team have over
ten years of experience in clinical training and have developed and delivered workshops for prehospital, military and civilian trauma teams. You will have the opportunity to collaborate with the
best in the business to create your own trauma environment.
Our workshop will step you though the stages of trauma scenario development, orientation and
basic operation of a trauma simulator and finally delivering a trauma scenario. The workshop
will be run in the Clinical Skills Development Service’s state of the art facility, which includes a
resuscitation bay, ward and operating theatre. The manikin we will be using for the session is the
Laerdal Medical SimMan 3G. The SimMan 3G has been tailored for specialist use as a trauma
patient simulator specifically designed for military and civilian emergency services.
Finally, we will blend moulage techniques with the SimMan 3G bleeding modifications. These
include Amputated Arm, Gunshot Arm, Amputated Leg and Gunshot Leg – the ways you can use
these tools to teach effective trauma care are enormous! We can guarantee that improvements to
your casualty simulation delivery will not go unnoticed!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1300 - 1330 Closing remarks and Exit Surveys
1330 - 1400 Bus transportation to Oaks Aurora Tower hotel

